GUARANTEE TOOLS FOR STUDENTS

Students have access to various guarantee instruments that they can use to report more or less serious problems. It is important to understand that, depending on the type of problem, it is necessary to resort to a different institutional figure, as explained in the guidelines for the use of the Guarantor [document in Italian].

In the event of a serious violation of the rights set out in the Charter of Students' Rights and Duties [document in Italian], students can contact the Student Ombudsperson, who has the right to carry out investigations and report to the Dean of the Faculty who, depending on the specific case, will take the appropriate action. Students have the right, at their request, to anonymity and their name, like any other element capable of identifying them, is excluded from the right of access to administrative documents.

The Students OMbudsman in the Faculty of Mathematical, Physical and Natural Sciences is Prof.ssa Antonella Dalla Cort (garantesmfn@uniroma1.it).

As a rule, students address their representatives in the Teaching Area Council: , who are for the academic year 2021-22

Russo Benedetta russo.1914359@studenti.uniroma1.it
Filesì Clelia: filesi.1914560@studenti.uniroma1.it
Micozzi Andrea: micozzi.1921436@studenti.uniroma1.it
Gusso Gabriele: russo.1869299@studenti.uniroma1.it
Carbone Valentini Gaia: carbonevalentini.1787746@uniroma1.it
Iacometta Cecilia: iacometta.1899325@studenti.uniroma1.it
Fullì Alessandro: fullì.1849853@studenti.uniroma1.it
Del Bonò Luca Maria: delbonò.1859689@studenti.uniroma1.it
Adriano Andrea: Adriano.1966871@studenti.uniroma1.it
Attìli Chiara attìli.1848752@studenti.uniroma1.it
Gabrielli Isabella: gabielli.1963268@studenti.uniroma1.it
Basili Sofia: basili.1890752@studenti.uniroma1.it
Rosato Romeo Felice: rosato.1900174@studenti.uniroma1.it
Laudenzi Pietro: laudenzi.1891872@studenti.uniroma1.it
Mancini Tommaso: mancini.1886740@studenti.uniroma1.it
Donadio Andrea: donadio.1795337@studenti.uniroma1.it
Marchioni Gabriele: marchioni.1758952@studenti.uniroma1.it
Giorgetti Carlo: giorgetti.1803511@studenti.uniroma1.it
Scalise Simone: scalise.1752764@studenti.uniroma1.it
Gargiulo Ruben: gargiulo.1824800@studenti.uniroma1.it

Representatives may represent problems directly to the President of the Didactic Area Council (CAD), to the CAD, or to the teacher-student ``Didactics Observatory'' committees.

The ```Didactics Observatory`` committees are set up for each course of study:
Bachelor’s Degree Course in Physics L-30: Prof. M. Grilli (Chairman), Prof.ssa S. Masi, Mr. Pietro Laudenzi (student), Mr. Andrea Micozzi (student)

Master’s Degree Course in Physics: Prof. M. Grilli (Chairman), Prof.ssa M. G. Betti, Dr. Ruben Gargiulo (student), Dr. Gabriele Marchioni (student)

Master’s Degree Course in Astronomy and Astrophysics: Prof.ssa Raffaella Schneider (Chairman), Prof. F. Piacentini, Dr. Arianna Ferrotti (student), Dr. Gabriele Palloni (student).

Student representatives are also present in the Quality Assurance Management Commission whose composition is (for aa. 2021/22):

Presidente: Raffaella Schneider  Membri: Lilia Boeri, Roberto Bonciani, Irene Di Palma, Roberto Maoli, Silvia Masi, Mauro Raggi, Eugenio Del Re, Fabio Bellini, Sonia Riosa, Gaia Carbone Valentini (studentessa - Laurea in Fisica, L-30), Simone Scalise (studente - Laurea Magistrale in Fisica LM-17), Gabriele Gusso-(studente - Laurea Magistrale in Astronomia e Astrofisica LM-58)

Students may also contact their tutors, who are responsible for monitoring and guidance.